Solving the geometric constraint problem is substantially equivalent to solving a system of nonlinear equations; furthermore, we can transform a geometric constraint problem to an optimization problem. By using Artificial Bee Colony, the optimization problem can be solved. The Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm is an optimization algorithm and mainly on the basis of the intelligent act of honeybees. In this paper, an improved ABC algorithm is proposed (also called BABC) based on the Boltzmann selection mechanism and used to solve the geometric constraint. BABC algorithm makes the initial group symmetrically. Instead of roulette, this method uses Boltzmann selection mechanism to avoid premature. Experiment results indicate that the BABC has effectively improved the solution efficiency of the geometric constraint problems and better converge to the optimal solution than the traditional ABC algorithms.
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Introduction
The methods of solving the geometric constraint problems mainly include algebraic-based method, rule-based method and graph-based method [1] . One geometric constraint expresses a kind of relation that can be satisfied between geometric primitives. When the users define a set of geometric constraints, the solver will automatically satisfy them by selecting proper states upon modifying some parameters.
The ultimate goal of solving a geometric constraint problem is to obtain the specific coordinates of each location in the geometry. Thus we may transform a geometric constraint problem to an optimization problem, but some classical algorithms such as the Ant colony algorithm and the partical swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm of objective functions and constraints have certain requirements. Usually, the convergence speed of the ant colony algorithm is slow and it is likely to be subject to stagnation and trap in local optimum, etc.; besides, the PSO algorithm is also prone to be subject to trap in local optimum and even shock. In this work, we use an improved ABC algorithm. In the course of searching the basic ABC algorithm, we does not use external information, only to use fitness function as the basis of evolution and form the "generate + test" in respect of characteristics of the artificial intelligence technology. The ABC algorithm has simple operation, less control parameters, higher precision search of the characteristics and strong robustness [2] [3] . In recent years, a new bee colony algorithm which uses random search method was put forward in the field of optimization [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The main feature of ABC is characterized by the local individual search behavior of various work bees, ultimately, the global optimum manipulation in groups comes to the fore; besides, it has a faster convergence rate; nevertheless, when the Pre-optimization problem has many local extreme points, it only has one global minimum point and there is a near global optimal cirque. The unimproved ABC algorithm is not satisfactory. As to the problem of the ABC algorithm, we introduce a novel ABC algorithm on the basis of the selection mechanism of Boltzmann [11] (BABC algorithm). On the basis of a series of experiments and results, it shows that the improved algorithm BABC highlights sound ability of finding the optimal solution.
Geometric Constraint Solving
From the point of view of artificial intelligence [12] [13] , the nature of the design problem is a constraint satisfaction problem. Among many design constraints, the geometric constraint is the most basic and it is basic for the expression of other design constraints; moreover, the priority solves issues among the constraint management and solution techniques. The ultimate goal of solving a geometric constraint problem is to obtain the actual coordinates of each location in the geometry.
The geometric constraint problem may be represented as GC=(E, C) [14] , where, E=(e 1 ,e 2 , …,e n ), represents the geometric primitives, such as point, line and circle, etc; C=(c 1 ,c 2 ,…,c m ), where c i is the constraint between these geometric primitives. Generally, one geometric constraint is represented by a nonlinear algebraic equation, so a geometric constraint problem can be expressed as follows:
where, x i is the value of some parameters of the geometric elements e i , for example, the two-dimensional point may be represented as (x 1 , x 2 ). The constraint solution is exactly to find the X that satisfies (2.1). 
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Obviously, if F(X j )=0 can be satisfied by X j , the above Formula (2.1) can be satisfied by X j . Thus an optimization problem can be obtained by transforming the geometric constraint problem and we only need to calculate min (F (X j ) ) <, where, is a specific threshold. In order to improve the BABC speed, the absolute value of f i is adopted instead of the square sum to represent the constraint equations. We can realize from Formula (2.2) and by calculating min (F(X j )) < by BABC that it is unnecessary m =n, thus the BABC algorithm may also handle the underconstrained and over-constrained problem.
Basic Principles of ABC Algorithm
In the ABC algorithm, a potential solution of optimization problem is represented by the location of a food source, therein the amount of the nectar represents the quality of the obtained solution (fitness). The number of the leading bees equals to the number of the following bees and it also equals to the number of solution. Firstly, the algorithm creates an initial population which includes SN solutions (food sources). Every solution x i (i =1, 2…, SN) represents a Ddimensional vector; secondly, the bees find the food sources by making a circularly search. The number of the cycle is MCN. At the beginning, the leading bee finds the corresponding food source by making a neighborhood search and chooses the food sources, in which the nectar amount is high. The entire leading bees transmit the information to the following bees in the dance area after their finding of the food source. The following bees will choose the food source in accordance with the probability and based on the information as gained. It will be of higher probability that the food source with more nectar will be chosen; thirdly, the following bees will also make a neighborhood search and choose a better solution. The food source is choosen by the following bees in accordance with the probability P i , the expression of which is In Equation (3.1), f i represents the fitness of the i th solution. The leading bee and the following bees make the neighborhood search according to the following expression where, k{1，2 … ， ，SN}, j{1，2 … ， ，D}, and they can be chosen randomly; but k can't equal to i. R ij is a random number between -1 and 1. This step can be appropriately reduced.
If the ABC algorithm can not improve a solution after limit cycles, this solution will be discarded; at meanwhile, "limit" is regarded as an important control parameter. Suppose the solution be discarded as x i ; then the detecting bees will generate a new solution to replace x i by means of the follow expression.
Bee Colony Algorithm Based on Boltzmann
The ABC algorithm is primarily characterized by the individual local search behavior of various work bees, ultimately, the global optimum manipulation in groups comes to the fore and has a faster convergence rate; but when the pre-optimization problem has many local extreme points, there will be only one global minimum point and a near global optimal valley; and the unimproved ABC algorithm is not satisfactory. As to such problem of the ABC algorithm, this paper introduces a novel ABC algorithm which is mainly based on the selection mechanism of Boltzmann, that is, BABC algorithm.
Improve the Selection Mechanism
In the above algorithm, the following bees choose the food source in accordance with the probability based on the method of roulette, but the selection method of roulette is likely to result in the decrease of population diversity and the algorithm will converge prematurely. As a result, in the course of searching the optimal solution, different selection pressures are required on different stages with less pressure on the early stage of selection. We hope that the poor individuals can also have a chance of survival, which will make the group to maintain high diversity and greater selection pressure on the late stages, and we hope the algorithm to narrow the search area and accelerate the change rate of the current optimal solution. In order to dynamically adjust the selection pressure in the course of searching optimal solution based on analysis of features of the search mechanism of the existing colony algorithm, we introduce the Boltzmann selection strategy into the search process.
In the course of machine learning, adaptive control and other fields, Boltzmann selection strategy has been widely used by the search algorithm. The selective probability that the following bees used to choose the food source is Where, f i is the fitness of the ith individual, c is the cycle number, t is the temperature and T 0 is the initial temperature.
In the BABC algorithm, there are mainly four control parameters, including SN-the food source number, limit, MCN-the maximum cycle number and the initial temperature T 0 , in which, SN equals to the number of leading bees and the number of the following bees. The algorithm steps are shown as follows.
Step 01: generate the set of the initial solution x ij , i=1, 2, … , SN and j=1, 2, … , D;
Step 02: compute the fitness of every solution x ij ;
Step 03: set cycle=1; (outer loop)
Step 04: set s=1; (inner loop)
Step 05: the leading bee makes the neighborhood search according to Equation (3.2) and generates the new solution v ij, and then computes its fitness;
Step 06: if the fitness of v ij is larger than x ij , then x ij =v ij ; else x ij will not change;
Step 07: compute the fitness of x ij while computing the probability of p ij based on Equation (4.1);
Step 08: the following bees choose the food source based on P ij , and make a neighb-orhood search for the corresponding food source, then generate a new solu-tion v ij and compute its fitness;
Step 09: it is the same to Step 6;
Step 10: record the best solution so far;
Step 11: s=s+1;
Step 12: cycle=cycle+1;
Step 13: if s<limit, then go to Step 5;
Step 14: determine whether there is a solution that should be discarded after cycles for limit times. If there is, detect the bees generating a new solution x ij based on Equation (3.3);
Step 15: if cycle<MCN, go to Step 4;
Application Example and Result Analysis
The development environment of experiment is MATLAB6.5. Run under Pentium4 /2.8G hardware conditions. There are four parameters to be set in BABC algorithm: the population size SN, the search algebra MCN, the limit and the initial temperature T 0.
(1) Sphere Function 
The function has about 10n local minimum points in ̶ 5.12 ≤ x i ≤ 5.12 (i=1, 2, ..., n).
Function f 1 (X), 30 dimensions. The parameter set of ABC algorithm is: population size SN=50; search algebra MCN=200; limit=50. The results of continuous operations for 50 times are: the average optimal solution of 1.249e-13 and the success rate of 100%.
Function f 2 (X), 30 dimensions. The parameter set of algorithm is: SN=50; MCN=300; limit=50; T=100. The results of continuous operation for 50 times are: the average optimal solution of 1.009e-7 and the success rate of 100%.
Function f 3 (X), 30 dimensions. parameter set of algorithm is: SN=100; MCN=500; limit= 50. The results of continuous operation for 50 times are: the average optimal solution of 5.329e-13 and the success rate of 100%. Table 1 shows the comparison among the experimental results of the algorithm BABC with the standard ABC algorithm and the standard PSO algorithm. From Table 1 , ABC algorithm has good ability of optimization when there are less local extreme points in the search space; as to the complex functions, the optimized results of ABC algorithm and PSO algorithm are not ideal. It's easy to fall into local optima. But the improved BABC algorithm for the test function, especially for the complex multimodal function, highlights better optimization results than those of previous two methods because the BABC algorithm contains both the deterministic and and stochastic search factors, which can exhibit strong and optimized performance in dealing with multi-dimensional complex functions. Fig. 1 refer to drafts in engineering design. (b) is automatically generated upon modification of several specific sizes parameters by performing the BABC algorithm. It could be seen from the example of Fig. 1 that once a set of geometric constraints are designated by the BABC algorithm, the constraints can be satisfied by the solver by means of choosing proper state upon modification of some parameters. Now we compare the searching capability of the traditional genetic algorithm (GA), the traditional PSO algorithm and the BABC algorithm in case of solving a geometric constraint problem. Table 2 as follows summarizes the searching capability of three different algorithms. Table 2 that although the three algorithms can uniformly obtain the optimal solution in limited generations, the solving efficiency of the BABC algorithm is higher than that of the others.
Conclusion
Geometric constraint solving is one of key techniques of modern parametric design because the solving quality is directly related to the pros and cons of a parametric design system. In this paper, in accordance with the fact that we can transform a geometric constraint problem to an optimization problem corresponding to the constraint equations of the problem, we introduce a BABC algorithm based on the selection mechanism of Boltzmann so as to solve the constraint problem. Experiment results show that the improved algorithm BABC features good ability in terms of solving the constraint problem. As a new kind of swarm intelligence evolutionary algorithm, the ABC algorithm has global convergence and can meet the range for wide use; besides, it needs fewer parameters and highlights the parallelism in nature and other advantages.
